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(��������	
���ก�����	�����	�
�����	�����������
� ��������!"���	 Custodian �����
� -�.
�����	�!�/ก���0�����	�) 
(For foreign shareholders who have custodian in Thailand only) 

 

                                          
>�.����      
                                          Written at  

                             @!����          
0���           �. .   
                             Date         Month             Year 

(1)   >	�
F	                                                                                                
          I/We                                                                                                                                
          IJ�!ก���!"��.��
�>���                                                                                                                                
          Reside at                                                                                                                                                                  

��L����	���ก��M��กNF
�����	�!�/ก���0�����	� (Custodian) ��	ก!�                                                                                                      
 As being the Custodian of  

QR��
�����	�����	�>�� 0����	 123�4�5�2 3�6 78�ก�� (��9�) (SM�T�U)   
Who is a shareholder of CIMB Thai Bank Public Company Limited (the DBankE) 
  

V0.�����	�FJ�@��!"�IN"��@W    ��	� �����ก
I�.���T����-0	
��ก!� 
I�.�  0!���" 
holding a total of shares and having the right to vote equal to votes, as follows: 
� ��	�IW![    ��	� ��ก
I�.���T����-0	
��ก!� 
I�.�  
 ordinary share  shares  and having the right to vote equal to   votes 

 
 (2)  >�W���!�����	  

hereby appoint  
� 1. ����       �.� �^ �.���	�
�>���  

Name        age years, residing at No. 
��� �J��/�>@� �J
a�/
>�  
Road Tambol/Sub-district Amphur/District 
F!��@!0 ��!I-��d��.e  �	�� 
Province Postal Code  or 

� 2. ���� �.� �^ �.���	�
�>���  
Name age years, residing at No. 
��� �J��/�>@� �J
a�/
>�  
Road Tambol/Sub-district Amphur/District 
F!��@!0 ��!I-��d��.e  �	�� 
Province Postal Code  or 

� 3. ���� �.� �^ �.���	�
�>���  
Name age years, residing at No. 
��� �J��/�>@� �J
a�/
>�  
Road Tambol/Sub-district Amphur/District 
F!��@!0 ��!I-��d��.e  
Province Postal Code  
 

T���R��T��0
��.�T�
0�.@
�����	���>��>	�
F	
����
>	�����W �����ก
I�.���T�������>	�
F	��ก������W��[IW![��	�����	� 
T�!"� ��� 23 ��@!���M��� 12 
Wd.� 2560 
@� 14.00 �. � �	����0N��
��.W �!"� 9 M�T� Q�-�
�mW�� -�. FJก!0 (W���) IJ�!ก����[� 

�>��� 44 �����!�I@� �>@���W�N�� 
>����W@!� ก���
��W��T� �������F��R�
�����-� ��@!� 
@� ���I���������0	@. 
 

Any and only one person to be my/our proxy to attend and vote on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of 
Shareholders No. 23 on Wednesday,12 April 2017, at 2.00 p.m. at the Auditorium Room, 9th Floor, CIMB Thai Bank Public Company 
Limited, 44 Langsuan Road, Lumpini, Patumwan, Bangkok or at any adjournment thereof to any other date, time and place. 

 
 (3) >	�
F	>�W���!�����	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T������T�!"���"  0!���" 
    I/We authorize the proxy holder to attend the meeting and vote are as follows: 

� W���!����WFJ�@���	��!"��W0���������W�IN�MN��ก
I�.���T����-0	 
      Grant proxy the total amount of shares held and entitled to vote. 
� W���!�����I�@�  T�� 
      Grant partial shares of 

 � ��	�IW![   ��	�  ���W�IN�MN��ก
I�.���T����-0	
��ก!�    
I�.� 
                 Common share    shares, entitled to voting right of   votes        

I![��N 
nationality 
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 (4) >	�
F	>�W���!�����	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�������>	�
F	��ก������WT�!"���" 0!���" 

I/We hereby authorize the proxy holder to vote on my/our behalf in this meeting as follows: 

F�	��2G  1 �NF���!�����.��ก������W@NIW![��	�����	� T�!"���� 1/2560 
W���@!���� 24 ก�Wa�!�Me 2560 
Agenda Item 1    To certify the minutes of the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders No. 1/2017 held on 24 February  
                              2017 

 �   (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
 (a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

 �    (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
      (b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

 �  
�m�0	@.        
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�           
I�.� 
               Approve        Votes   Disapprove      Votes         Abstain                Votes 

 

F�	��2G  2  �!�����.����ก�0J
�N�กNFก�>��M�T�������^ 2559 
Agenda Item 2     To acknowledge the Bankxs operating results for the year 2016 

  

F�	��2G  3   �NF�����W!�N���I0�L��ก�
�N������กJ-�>0���
�m0
I�mF IJ��!��^IN"�I�0@!���� 31 M!�@TW 2559 
Agenda Item 3     To consider and approve the statements of financial position and the statements of comprehensive income for  
                         the fiscal year ended 31 December 2016 

 �  (ก)  ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
     (a)  To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

�   (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
     (b)  To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

       �  
�m�0	@.              
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.         
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�              
I�.� 
                Approve        Votes  Disapprove      Votes        Abstain                    Votes 

 
F�	��2G  4  �NF�����W!�Nก�F!0I��กJ-����FJ�^ 2559 V0.�0F�.
�N��y���  
Agenda Item 4     To consider and approve the appropriation of profit for the year 2016 and no dividend payment 

   �  (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
     (a)  To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

 �   (>)  ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
     (b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

      �  
�m�0	@.        
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.        
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�   
I�.� 
              Approve        Votes   Disapprove         Votes        Abstain                  Votes 

 
F�	��2G  5 �NF�����W!�NT�������ก��Wก����FJ�^ 2560  
Agenda Item 5 To consider and approve directorsx remuneration for the year 2017   

                        � (ก)  ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
  (a)   To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

   � (>)   ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
  (b)   To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

     �  
�m�0	@.         
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.       
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�           
I�.� 
             Approve         Votes   Disapprove      Votes        Abstain                 Votes 
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F�	��2G  6  �NF�������!"���	I���![��IJ��!��^ 2560 ���กJ��0FJ�@�
�N�T�I���![�� 
Agenda Item 6    To appoint the auditor and determine the audit fee for the year 2017  

                      � (ก)  ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
  (a)   To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

   � (>)   ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
  (b)   To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

     �  
�m�0	@.       
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�  
I�.� 
             Approve       Votes Disapprove      Votes         Abstain                   Votes 

 
 

F�	��2G  7 �NF��
���ก�!"�ก��Wก����ก��Wก����T��กJ��0��กFก�J������W@��  
Agenda Item 7    To consider the election of directors to replace those due to retire by rotation 

                   �  (ก)  ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
    (a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

    �  (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
    (b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

�   ก������!"�ก��Wก��!"���0�W
I��/ appointment of all directors as proposed 
�  
�m�0	@./Approve  �  -W�
�m�0	@./Disapprove �  �0��ก
I�.�/Abstain 

� ก������!"�ก��Wก�
����.��TT�/ appointment of certain directors 
1.    ���F�������O    P24��	O�Q� ก		ก�	�Q�	� 

Mrs. Watanan    Petersik Independent Director 
�  
�m�0	@./Approve  �  -W�
�m�0	@./Disapprove �  �0��ก
I�.�/Abstain 

 
2. ��R�S� T2 �5�ก �F�� ก		ก�	 

Dato' Lee Kok Kwan  Director 
�  
�m�0	@./Approve  �  -W�
�m�0	@./Disapprove �  �0��ก
I�.�/Abstain 

 
3.  ��6กQ��QP��0O   ��U�	R��VQ ก		ก�	 

Mr. Kittiphun   Anutarasoti Director 
�  
�m�0	@./Approve  �  -W�
�m�0	@./Disapprove �  �0��ก
I�.�/Abstain 

 

F�	��2G  8  
���������| (�	W�) 
Agenda Item 8    Other matters (if any) 

                   �  (ก)  ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
    (a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

                 �  (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
    (b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

      �  
�m�0	@.        
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.       
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�              
I�.� 
               Approve       Votes   Disapprove       Votes         Abstain                 Votes 
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(5) ก���T����
I�.�>����	�!�W���!�����@���0���-W�
���-��W�������-@	����!�I��W���!�����"��	���@�ก���T����
I�.��!"�-W�
 ��ก�	�����-W����
���ก���T����
I�.�>��>	�
F	��L����	�����	� 

The proxy holderxs vote on any agenda item, which is not in accordance with my/our intention as specified in this Proxy, shall 
be deemed invalid and shall not be treated as my/our vote, as a shareholder. 

(6) ��ก������>	�
F	-W�-0	����T@W���I�Te��ก���ก
I�.���T������@���0-@	��������-@	-W��!0
F�������ก��������������WW�ก�
�NF��������W�N��
������0��ก
����Fก
������������-@	>	��	� �@W�R�ก������W�ก��ก	->
����.���������
�N�W
�NW>	�
�mFF�N����ก��0 
��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 

In case that I/we have not specified my/our voting intention for any agenda item or in case the meeting considers or passes 
resolutions on any matters other than those specified above, including any case for which there is any amendment or addition 
of any facts, the proxy holder shall have the right to consider and vote on my/our behalf as he/she deems appropriate in all 
respects. 

กNFก��0�����	�!�W���!���-0	ก���J-���ก������W 
@	����ก��������	�!�W���!���-W���ก
I�.��W���>	�
F	��������!�I��W���!�����	
���
IW���@�>	�
F	-0	ก���J
����ก���ก� 

All acts undertaken by the proxy holder at the meeting, except where the proxy holder does not vote according to my/our 
intention as specified herein, shall be deemed as if they had been undertaken by myself/ourselves in all respects. 

                
 
     ������/Signed                                                                     ��	W���!���/Proxy Grantor 
                                              (                                                                   ) 
 
 ������/Signed                                                                    ��	�!�W���!���/Proxy Holder 
                                              (                                                                   ) 
 
 ������/Signed                                                                    ��	�!�W���!���/Proxy Holder 
                                              (                                                                   ) 
 

 ������/Signed                                                                    ��	�!�W���!���/Proxy Holder 
                              (                                                                   ) 

 
��64��U / Remarks 
 
1.  ��!�I��W���!������ T. ��"��	
���ก��������	�����	������ก���������
��.���	�����������
� ��������!"���	T!IV�
0�.� (Custodian)   
 �����
� -�.
�����	�!�/ก 
 This Proxy Form C is applicable only to shareholders whose names appear in the shareholder registration book as foreign 
 investors and a custodian in Thailand is appointed therefor. 

2. ��	�����	����W���!���F��	��W���!�����	��	�!�W���!���
��.��.
0�.@
�����	
>	�����W�����ก
I�.���T���� -W�IW�������.ก
 FJ�@���	���	��	�!�W���!�����.T�
�����.กก���T����
I�.�-0	 

 The shareholder appointing proxy holder must authorize only one proxy holder to attend and vote at the meeting as a whole 
 or individually and may not split the number of shares to several proxy holders for splitting votes. 

3. ��ก������W�@�����F��NF����ก������WWกก@�@���������-@	>	��	� ��	W���!���IW������
�N�W
�NW-0	�������FJ��������!�I��
 W���!������ T. �W��� 
 If there is any other agenda to be considered in the meeting other than to those specified above, the attached Supplement to 
 Proxy Form C. shall be used. 
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Z��	�78��[�
����������������
�� �.  
Supplement to Proxy Form C. 

ก�W���!�����L��
�����	�����	�>�� 0����	 123�4�5�2 3�6 78�ก�� (��9�)  
The appointment of proxy holder by the shareholder of CIMB Thai Bank Public Company Limited  

��ก������W��[�IW![��	�����	� T�!"���� 23 ��@!���M��� 12 
Wd.� 2560 
@� 14.00 �. � �	����0N��
��.W �!"� 9 M�T� Q�-�
�mW
�� -�. FJก!0 (W���) IJ�!ก����[� 
�>��� 44 �����!�I@� �>@���W�N�� 
>����W@!� ก���
��W��T� �������F��R�
�����-� ��@!� 
@� ���
I���������0	@. 

 Any and only one person to be my/our proxy to attend and vote on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of 
Shareholders No.23 on Wednesday, 12 April 2017, at 2.00 p.m.  at the Auditorium Room, 9th Floor, CIMB Thai Bank Public Company 
Limited, 44 Langsuan Road, Lumpini, Patumwan, Bangkok or at any adjournment thereof to any other date, time and place. 

 
     

@����� 
�����    
Agenda Item Subject : 

  �   (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

� (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

�  
�m�0	@.     
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�       
I�.� 
       Approve                Votes         Disapprove                  Votes        Abstain                         Votes 

 
@����� 
�����    
Agenda Item Subject : 

 �   (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

� (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

�  
�m�0	@.     
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�       
I�.� 
       Approve                Votes         Disapprove                  Votes        Abstain                         Votes 

@����� 
�����    
Agenda Item Subject : 

 �   (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 

� (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

�  
�m�0	@.     
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�       
I�.� 
       Approve                Votes         Disapprove                  Votes        Abstain                         Votes 

@����� 
�����    
Agenda Item Subject : 

 �   (ก) ��	��	�!�W���!���W�IN�MN�NF�������W�N���>	�
F	-0	��ก���ก��W���
�m�IWT@� 
(a) To have the proxy holder consider and vote on my/our behalf as appropriate in all respects. 
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� (>) ��	��	�!�W���!�����ก
I�.���T�����WT@W���I�Te>��>	�
F	 0!���" 
(b) To have the proxy holder vote as per my/our intention as follows: 

�  
�m�0	@.     
I�.�     �  -W�
�m�0	@.      
I�.�    � �0��ก
I�.�       
I�.� 
       Approve                Votes         Disapprove                  Votes        Abstain                         Votes 

 
 


